LEVEL DESIGN OVERVIEW
Tiny Poncho is a 3D Puzzle game
where you have to lead Poncho,
who needs to stay in the shadows
in order to escape a mighty enemy:
the God-Snake.
To do so, you have to touch the
screen of your tablet. That will
create a sound which will attract
Poncho. But the poor girl is blind
and she will go head-first in any
obstacle on her path.
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The second ability of the player is to make the
world turn. With a slide on the screen, the cube
does a 90-degree rotation in the direction of the
slide.
The God-Snake is always facing the camera so
all
the objects of the environment receive his light
from a different side. This is how new paths for
Poncho are created as old ones are not available
anymore.

LEVEL 1 - FACE 3
THE MYSTERIOUS CITY
The level represents a small part of
the city of the Tiny Poncho’s kind.
Now deserted, the player must
activate the mecanisms of the small
town to reach his goal.
On this level, the player is
challenged for the second time
with the Destructible Walls. He also
discover the Press Buttons which
cause several events.

The house has a Destructible
Wall which protect the avatar
but needs to be destroy in
order to continue.

The door opens but the wall
slowly falls into the ground
when the avatar reach the
Press button.

Press Button rise the smaller
walls and create a new path.

Safe Area

Critical path

LEVEL 1 - FACE 5
THE LAST TEMPLE
Last level of our prototype,
The Last Temple symbolize the
final step for Poncho. She must
reach the top of the pyramid in
order to confront the golem.
Even if it only use Press Buttons,
this level challenges a lot
the player on navigation and
rotation. He also has to observe
carefully his environment to
find the buttons
The player has to rotate
several time the world to lead
safely the avatar.

The temple is protect by 4
Press Buttons which are linked
to the 4 barriers.

Final reward of the level : a
cinematic.
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Critical path

